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Abstract—In mechanical and environmental engineering, mixed 
convection is a frequently encountered thermal fluid phenomenon 
which exists in atmospheric environment, urban canopy flows, ocean 
currents, gas turbines, heat exchangers, and computer chip cooling 
systems etc... . This paper deals with a numerical investigation of 
mixed convection in a vertical heated channel. This flow results from 
the mixing of the up-going fluid along walls of the channel with the 
one issued from a flat nozzle located in its entry section. The fluid-
dynamic and heat-transfer characteristics of vented vertical channels 
are investigated for constant heat-flux boundary conditions, a 
Rayleigh number equal to 2.57 1010, for two jet Reynolds number 
Re=3 103 and 2104 and the aspect ratio in the 8-20 range. The system 
of governing equations is solved with a finite volumes method and an 
implicit scheme. The obtained results show that the turbulence and 
the jet-wall interaction activate the heat transfer, as does the drive of 
ambient air by the jet. For low Reynolds number Re=3 103, the 
increase of the aspect Ratio enhances the heat transfer of about 3%, 
however; for Re=2 104, the heat transfer enhancement is of about 
12%. The numerical velocity, pressure and temperature fields are 
post-processed to compute the quantities of engineering interest such 
as the induced mass flow rate, and average Nusselt number, in terms 
of Rayleigh, Reynolds numbers and dimensionless geometric 
parameters are presented. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

N mechanical and environmental engineering, mixed 
turbulent convection is a frequently encountered thermal 

fluid phenomenon, which exists in atmospheric environment, 
urban canopy flows, ocean currents, gas turbines, heat 
exchangers, nuclear reactors, solar collectors, and chemical 
vapor deposition reactors, and computer chip cooling systems 
etc... . In the early development of convective heat transfer 
studies, forced and natural convections were considered 
separately and the interaction between these two physical 
processes was ignored. Modern research combining forced 
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and natural convection was initiated in the 1960’s and mainly 
based on experimental approaches.  

Natural convection between heated vertical parallel plates is 
the most frequently used configuration in convection air 
cooling of electronic equipment. The passive character of 
cooling by natural convection makes it very attractive for 
applications in electronic devices. A review of the literature 
shows that laminar natural convection in vertical channel has 
been studied by several authors: Elenbaas [1] led the first 
experimental study which was used in the follow as reference 
solution. Bodoï and Österle [2] have obtained the first 
numerical solution of the natural convection in vertical 
channel. Their results were in good agreement with those 
Elenbaas. In order to increase the cooling requirements, 
researches for methods to improve the heat transfer 
parameters or to analyze standard configurations to carry out 
optimal geometrical parameters for a better heat transfer rate 
are crucial [3–9].  

Heat transfer by natural convection from vertical plates 
with uniform wall temperature or heat flux has been 
extensively studied. G. Hugot [10] undertook an experimental 
study of the interaction of the boundary layers developing 
along two large parallel vertical plates.  This study enabled 
him to measure the local heat transfer coefficients for various 
spacings and temperatures corresponding to Grashof numbers 
ranging from 5.105 to 2.1011. The boundary layers interaction 
was defined by comparison with the single plate results. 
Moreover, information provided by the velocity, temperature 
profiles and their fluctuations lead to a better knowledge of 
the turbulence of the flow.

Katoh Y. et al. [11] studied experimentally turbulent natural 
convection flow and heat transfer in an asymmetrically heated 
vertical channel. The local velocity, the temperature values as 
well as heat transfer measurements were reported in their 
paper. Recently, Auletta and Manzo [12] carried out an 
experimental study on a channel-chimney system in order to 
elucidate the behaviour of the fluid flow and heat transfer. The 
channel is symmetrically heated and the chimney, located 
above the channel, is adiabatic. The presented results gave 
local measurements of the air temperature inside the channel 
and the adiabatic extension.  They proposed some correlations 
connecting the local Nusselt number to the Rayleigh number 
for several geometrical configurations by varying the ratio 
height/width. A. Andreozzi et al. undertook a parametric study 
of a heated vertical parallel-plate channel owing an auxiliary 
plate at the inlet and two insulated extension plates attached to 
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the heated walls at the exit [9];   later the same study was done 
with a channel–chimney system which walls are 
symmetrically heated at uniform heat flux[19].  They aimed to 
evaluate some geometric optimal configurations in terms of 
significant dimensionless geometric and thermal parameters. 

 The effect of aspect ratio with symmetrically heated 
channel or heated tube was also investigated in [10] , [14-23]. 
The main purpose was at finding optimal configurations 
providing maximum heat transfer. 

For the sake of completeness, few studies had concerned 
the mixed convection regime: we can mention Penot and al. 
[24] who proposed useful correlations to determine the flow 
rate, the fluid temperature, and the Nusselt number according 
to the heat flux density, the pressure difference and the 
Reynolds and Grashof numbers. M. Najam et al. [25] studied 
numerically the mixed convection in a “T” form cavity heated 
with a constant heat flux and subjected to an air blast entering 
by the bottom. They showed the competition between natural 
and forced convection. The heat transfer was found maximal 
in the zone where the role of natural convection is more 
significant. 

The present theoretical study is concerned with mixed 
convection in a heated vertical channel submitted to a constant 
heat flux with a co flow uniform injection issued from a 
vertical jet of fresh air (Pr=0.71).The influence of this forced 
additional jet is analyzed by using the low Reynolds number 
k-   turbulence model. The flow is turbulent and steady. The 
present investigation deals with the effect of the channel 
aspect ratio on the mixed convective heat transfer parameters 
in channel. The optimal value of expansion ratio 
corresponding to the highest average Nusselt number is 
evaluated and a correlation in terms of Rayleigh number and 
extension ratio is proposed. The analysis is obtained for 
different Reynolds numbers, and channel aspect ratios.  

II. ASSUMPTIONS AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

The geometry of the problem investigated herein is 
described in Figure 1. We consider a vertical channel which 
simulates a chimney. A gas jet is issued from a flat nozzle 
located at the bottom of the channel.  The chimney walls are 
subject to a constant heat flux which results in a mixed 
convection 2D-flow when the nozzle operates. The flow is 
assumed steady and incompressible. Mixed convection cases 
are considered by using the Boussinesq approximation in 
which the density varies linearly with temperature. Other 
thermo-physical quantities are assumed to be constant. Let us 
introduce the dimensionless variables defined by: 
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Rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy equation:   
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E stands for the turbulent kinetic energy production due 
to shear, while KDG is the turbulent kinetic energy 

production due to the mean velocity gradients, and BDG  is 
the turbulent kinetic energy production due to the buoyancy. 

The standard k-  model is used, so that constants are those 
given by Jones and Lauder [21]: 44.1C1  ; 92.1C 2  ; 

7.0C 3  ; 09.0C ; 0.1 ; 30.1k ; 0.1Prt .

The boundary conditions are the following: 
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Where It  is the turbulence intensity.  The inlet mass 
flow rates Q1 and Q2 are defined by:  
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The governing equations reported above are discretized on 
a staggered, non-uniform Cartesian grid using a finite volume 
procedure. In this method, for stability considerations, scalar 
quantities P, , K and E are calculated at the centre (i,j) of the 
cells whereas, the velocity components (U and V) are 
computed on the faces of the cells (i , j  1/2), (i  1/2,j) as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig.1. Coordinates system of the flow configuration 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Results of the present investigation are carried out for 
air, Pr = 0.71, in the Rayleigh number based on the channel 
length is 2.57 1010, the Reynolds number based on the jet 
velocity ranges between 3.103 and 2. 104. The channel aspect 
ratio ranges from 8 to 20. We study the influence of the 
geometrical parameters, on the heat transfer enhancement.  
Computations deals with a symmetrically heated channel.

Preliminary tests were carried out to verify the accuracy of 
the numerical solution. The computations were performed first 

for a simple channel - i.e. without gas injection from the 
nozzle - and numerical results were compared with the 
experimental ones published by A. Auletta et al. [12] (fig. 2). 
The resulting free convection problem was simulated with 
H/2e =2.5 and , which corresponds to a Rayleigh number 
equal to 1.16 1011. Results show the variation of the 
dimensionless temperature from the axis to the channel wall, 
for X=0.5 and X=0.95. Differences between experiments and 
numerical predictions are insignificant and they are mainly 
located at the centre of the channel (X=0.5): experimental wall 
temperature are a little superior than the calculated ones. This 
is due to the non uniformity of the imposed wall heat flux 
(because of the space between two successive heaters) and the 
heat losses caused by insufficient thermal insulation in 
experiments. At least, the use of thermocouples also modifies 
the flow structure, especially in the vicinity of the plates.  All 
this explains that the discrepancies are higher near the wall. 
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Fig.2. Temperature profiles for the configuration with H/2e=2. 

and  = 450 W. Natural convection flow Comparison with 
experiments. 

This part will be devoted to the analysis of the geometry on 
the flow development. Results are carried out for air, Pr = 
0.71, the Rayleigh number is Ra=2.57 1010, two Reynolds 
numbers are considered Re=3 103 and Re=2.104 and for a 
channel aspect ratio H/2e ranging from 8 to 20. Shown in Fig. 
3 is the dimensionless mass flow rate, Q, as a function of the 
aspect ratio, Ar=H/2e, for the two values of Re. When the 
channel gap is wider, it produces a decrease of the pressure 
losses under the same driving force, (same Re and Ra), the 
mass flow rate increases. For low Reynolds number (Re=3 
103), the induced mass flow rate at the entry section decreases 
according to the jet aspect ratio due to the decrease  at the 
entry section (fig.4.a): the jet flow is not powerful enough so 
that it ensures the drive of air from the whole entry section. 
When Re increases (2 104), the air located at the vicinity of 
the entry section is aspired into the channel under the action of 
the forced convection flow, a sensible mass flow rate 
increment is observed. The mass flow rate responds to an 
increasing function of Ar. 
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Fig.3. Natural convection and drived flow rate in the entrance section 
according to the channel aspect Ratio 

 a. Ar=8                               b. Ar=12.5                       c. Ar=20 

Fig.4. Streamlines for various aspect ratio Ra=2.57 1010  (a). Re = 3 
103

Although the jet velocity and parietal heat flux are similar 
for all the treated cases, the flow does not occur in the same 
manner, in fact the channel walls influence the flow. For all 
the considered cases the jet goes further for low aspect ratio; 
for the significant aspect ratios, frictions within the adjacent 
walls slow down the flow.  In contrast, when the channel gap 
is wider, the jet impact on the channel walls is weak; the flow 
behaves like a free jet: the surrounding fluid is aspired 
towards the jet axis. This fact results in the creation of 
recirculation zones. (Fig.4) 

                a.Ar=8                               b. Ar=12.5                         c. Ar=20 

Fig.4. Streamlines for various aspect ratio  Ra=2.57 1010  (b).  Re = 2 
104

Dependence of the skin friction defined by 
2
0

2
u

C p
f

 is shown 

in fig 5. the same flow behaviour is noted for all the aspects 
ratio considered: the skin friction increases at the immediate 
locality of the nozzle exit, it is then it decreases slightly, this 
corresponds to the area where the fluid flow falls off the wall 
and is sucked into the jet axis.  
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Fig. 5. streamwise evolution of the local friction coefficient Ra 
= 2.571010  (a). Re=3103

Beyond this zone, the friction increases of advantage, the 
maximum friction value is reached in the impact zone.  The 
boundary layer thickness increases, turbulence becomes 
intense, macroscopic agitation comes to be added to molecular 
agitation thus ensuring a significant momentum transport 
between the various fluid layers. Turbulences modify 
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instantaneous velocities and increase viscosity involving a 
loss of energy.  From which it derives a larger friction 
coefficient. For Ar = 20, the jet offends the wall at the 
entrance area, the maximum friction zone is absent. Note that 

the ratio 84.05.0Re Ar
C

x

f is approximately constant by the end of 

the channel for all the treated cases. 
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Fig. 5. streamwise evolution of the local friction coefficient Ra = 
2.571010  (b). Re=2104

a.Ar=8                                  b. Ar=12.5                        c. Ar=20 
Fig.6. isotherms for various aspect ratio Ra=2.57 1010  (a). Re = 3 103

The main important remark done from the isotherms 
depicted on fig 6. is that The effect of aspect ratio variation on 
the thermal and hydrodynamic fields is observed mainly at the 
entrance of the channel, it decreases when moving along the 
channel due to the hydrodynamic and thermal property of this 
flow.

The hot zones are moved into the flow direction for 
descending aspect ratio, these zones are larger for the lowest 

aspect ratio and their intensity increases. These remarks are 
confirmed by the results of fig. 7. where the wall temperature 
is plotted for various aspect ratio. Indeed, the maximum 
dimensionless wall temperature increases, for descending 
channel aspect ratio, however; a reduction in the 
dimensionless wall temperature is observed at the outlet 
section (fig.7), Moreover, the decrease of the aspect ratio 
increases the location Xmax of the maximum temperature 
value. This is due to the moving of the jet impact zone.  

a. Ar=8                           b. Ar=12.5                     c. Ar=20 
Fig. 6. isotherms for various aspect ratio Ra=2.57 1010  (b). Re = 2 

104
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Fig.7. longitudinal wall temperature for various Aspect Ratio Ra = 
2.571010  (a).Re=3103
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Fig.7. longitudinal wall temperature for various Aspect Ratio 
Ra = 2.571010  (b).Re=2104

Fig. 8 illustrates the Nusselt number values defined as 

)( X
HNu

p
X  as a function of the longitudinal coordinate 

X for various aspect ratio, at Ra= 2.57 1010 for Re=3103 in 
fig.8.a. and Re=2104 in fig. 8.b.  We found that the Nusselt 
number decreases by increasing the aspect ratio of the pipe. 
The difference between the Nusselt numbers for different 
aspect ratio decreases as the Reynolds number increases. The 
Nusselt number values are higher at higher Ar, this trend is 
due to the greater mass flow rate that brings along a better 
heat transfer activity the maximum heat transfer corresponds 
to inlet section ; it decreases gradually. A second maximum is 
observed at the impact zone.   

Other tests were made to evaluate the local Nusselt number 
for various Reynolds and Rayleigh numbers.  Notice that the 
ratio 8.084.05.0Re xxX GrArNu  is almost invariant by the 
end of the channel for all the treated cases.  So for all the 
analyzed aspect ratio, the following correlations are obtained:

84.08.05.033.011 RePr10.5 ArGrNu xxx                     (11)
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Fig. 8. Local Nusselt number for various Aspect ratio Ra = 2.571010

(a). Re=3103
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Fig.8. Local Nusselt number for various Aspect ratio Ra = 2.571010

(b). Re=2104

In order to quantify better the total heat exchange between 
the channel and the flow, let us study the evolution of the 
average Nusselt number, defined as:   

HhuNNum
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The average Nusselt number is plotted on fig 9. according 
to the channel aspect Ratio for two Reynolds number. This 
figure shows a heat transfer enhancement for the two 
Reynolds number considered. Indeed a for a Reynolds number 
Re=3 103,   the increase of the aspect Ratio enhance the heat 
transfer of about 3%, however for  Re=2 104,   the heat 
transfer enhancement is of about 12%. 
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Fig. 9. Average  Nusselt number according to the channel aspect ratio 
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IV. CONCLUSION

A numerical analysis of a heated vertical parallel-plate 
channel has been carried out. The channel walls are 
symmetrically heated at uniform heat flux giving rise to an 
upward convective flow of air through the conduit. 
Computations were performed for a Rayleigh number equal to 
Ra=2.57 1010, a Reynolds number ranging between 3 103 and 
2 104, a channel aspect ratio ranging between 8 and 20. The 
aim is to evaluate some optimum configurations allowing the 
heat transfer enhancement. The mixed flow is obtained by 
using an ascending jet located at the entry section of the 
channel.

The obtained results show that an increase in the flow 
supports an effective cooling of the walls. The maximum heat 
transfer is reached at the entry area. We found that the Nusselt 
number decreases by increasing the aspect; this trend is due to 
the greater mass flow rate that circulates close to the channel 
walls, bringing along a better heat transfer activity. 
Correlations for dimensionless mass flow rate and average 
Nusselt numbers, in terms of Rayleigh number and 
dimensionless geometrical parameters, were proposed. 
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